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Fano-resonance-assisted metasurface for color routing

Chen Yan*, Kuang-Yu Yang* and Olivier JF Martin

Controlling the phase of an electromagnetic field using plasmonic nanostructures provides a versatile way to manipulate light at

the nanoscale. Broadband phase modulation has been demonstrated using inhomogeneous metasurfaces with different geome-

tries; however, for many applications such as filtering, hyperspectral imaging and color holography, narrowband frequency selec-

tivity is a key functionality. In this work, we demonstrate, both theoretically and experimentally, a narrowband metasurface that

relies on Fano resonances to control the propagation of light. By geometrically tuning the sub-radiant modes with respect to a

fixed super-radiant resonance, we can create a phase modulation along the surface within a narrow spectral range. The resulting

anomalous reflection measured for such a Fano-resonant metasurface exhibits a 100 nm bandwidth and a color routing efficiency

of up to 81% at a central wavelength of λ=750 nm. The design flexibility provided by this Fano-assisted metasurface for color-

selective light manipulation is further illustrated by demonstrating a highly directional color-routing effect between two channels,

at λ=532 and 660 nm, without any crosstalk.
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INTRODUCTION

The ability to manipulate and change the course of light when it
reaches a surface has expanded markedly since the first description of
refraction in the 17th century and the demonstration of the first
known gratings in the 19th century1, up through modern subwave-
length dielectrics2–4 and plasmonic nanostructures5–9. Recently, two-
dimensional metamaterials—so-called metasurfaces—have received
increasing attention owing to their outstanding and unusual properties
regarding the manipulation of light at an interface6,10–13. The versatile
control provided by metasurfaces over the momentum of light at an
interface, which is determined by their spatial phase discontinuity, has
enabled the development of various flat devices, such as optical
elements6,14–18, surface plasmon couplers11,19, holograms20–23, cloaks24

and analog computing circuits25. In such efforts, dispersionless
broadband phase control by means of the rotation of plasmonic
nanostructures is an important effect that can be achieved under
circular polarization conditions14,26, since the phase of cross-polarized
light depends solely on the orientation of the antennas, not on their
spectral response14,26. Another class of devices utilizes anisotropic
plasmonic constituents with various geometries6,11,23,27–29, in which
metal losses at optical frequencies and inhomogeneous broadening
automatically produce a broadband response. Generally, in these
previous works, the angular response, which is determined by the
generalized laws of refraction6, has been spectrally homogeneous.
There are, however, several important practical applications that
require a much higher level of control over the emission angle as a
function of the operating frequency band: multi-junction solar cells,
integrated spectroscopy and optical multiplexing30–34. To unleash the

full versatility of metasurfaces for achieving arbitrary control over light
in terms of both spectrum and momentum, it is necessary to engineer
optical modes that contribute to the phase modulation produced by
the surface.
In terms of wavelength selectivity, it has emerged over the last few

years that optical sub-radiant resonances—with strongly suppressed
radiation losses—can overcome the broad spectral response of lossy
plasmonic materials. These sub-radiant modes couple only weakly to
free space through their coherent interaction with a broader super-
radiant mode, thereby producing unique, narrow spectral features
known as plasmonic Fano resonances35–38. Compared with conven-
tional plasmonic nanostructures, Fano-resonant systems show a
strongly increased sensitivity to geometric changes and perturbations
to the local environment and can be used as plasmonic nano-
rulers39,40 or biochemical sensors41–44. Furthermore, because Fano
resonances arise from the interference between a sub-radiant and a
super-radiant mode, equivalent to a bound state in the continuum45,
they are intrinsically well suited for altering the far-field properties of
light in narrow regions to enable wavelength filtering46, imaging47 and
spectrally dependent scattering48.
In this work, we combine spectrum engineering with light

manipulation in a phase-gradient metasurface constructed from
Fano-resonant nanostructures to demonstrate a color-routing device
with a spectrally narrow operation band. The required phase
modulation is achieved by carefully detuning the resonance frequency
of the sub-radiant mode from a fixed super-radiant mode, thereby
modifying, in a controlled manner, the phase of the light scattered
from the metasurface. With this approach, we first experimentally
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demonstrate a phase-gradient metasurface with an active band for
wavelengths between λ= 700 and 800 nm. To further reveal the
benefits of both spatial and spectral beam steering, we demonstrate
a dual-color (with maxima at λ= 532 and 660 nm) routing metasur-
face with high directionality and 60 nm operation bandwidths for both
channels. We further discuss the underlying limits on the tuning
efficiency and the design principles for the band-pass regimes to
enhance the freedom of light manipulation provided by such a
metasurface.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Nanofabrication
A float glass substrate was first prepared by depositing a 200 nm-thick
Ag backplane followed by a 30 nm-thick SiO2 spacer within a single
thermal evaporation run at a rate of 4 Å s− 1 to ensure a uniform thin
film surface. Silver Fano-resonant nanostructures were then fabricated
on top of the SiO2 spacer using a previously introduced method49. In
brief, a double-layer PMMA photoresist coating was exposed via
electron beam lithography (Vistec EBPG5000 system, Germany) using
a 100 keV and 200 pA electron beam. The nanostructures were

obtained through the thermal evaporation of a 1 nm silver oxide
adhesion layer and 39 nm of Ag followed by a lift-off process. The
fabricated metasurface arrays cover an area of 40× 40 μm2.

Fourier imaging setup
A Fourier imaging setup for spectral-angular measurements was
assembled using an inverted microscope (Olympus IX73, Japan,
Supplementary Fig. S7). A supercontinuum light source (Fianium
FemtoPower 1060, UK) combined with an 8-channel acousto-optical
tunable filter was used to focus light of the desired wavelength on the
back focal plane of the oil immersion objective (Olympus × 60
OTIRFM, numerical aperture= 1.45). This produced a collimated
plane wave for the excitation of the sample. A two-axis translation
stage was placed before the input port of the microscope to move the
focal point off the optical axis to enable tuning of the incidence angle.
The reflected light was collected by the same objective and a Fourier
lens placed at the output to probe the wavevector information. An iris
was placed in the intermediate image plane to select the reflection
from a specific area on the sample. Finally, Fourier images were
captured using a three-layer color sensor camera (Foveon X3, USA).
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Figure 1 Comparison between a traditional grating, a broadband metasurface and a color-selective metasurface. (a) For a traditional grating, light is diffracted
at various orders, as given by the grating equation. (b) In the diffraction diagram, integer multiples of the momentum Δk are added to the incoming light,
regardless of its frequency. (c) Phase map along the interface for diffraction orders of –1, 0, and 1. (d) A broadband metasurface induces anomalous
reflections over a large spectral range; (e) its diffraction diagram consists of a single channel. (f) Phase map induced by a gradient antenna array with an
orientation axis that is independent of frequency. (g–i) A metasurface that selectively induces a gradient phase at a certain wavelength; as shown by h, its
diffraction diagram and (i) its phase map, only light with the wavelength indicated by green dots accrues a growing phase along the interface.
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All signals from the camera were calibrated using a power meter. The
measured intensity was normalized with respect to the light reflected
from a bare 200 nm-thick silver mirror.

Surface integral equation simulation method
All simulations were performed using a custom-developed numerical
program based on the surface integral equation (SIE) for two-
dimensional periodic nanostructures50. The complete supercell was
used as the unit cell for the calculations and was repeated with Bloch
periodic boundary conditions. The complete supercell was considered,
including the silver metallic backplane, and the surfaces of the
structures were discretized with a typical mesh size of 10 nm. A finite
array (20 periods) was considered to match the simulation results with
the measured angular divergence of the reflection peaks.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The reflection from an interface can be described using the generalized
Snell’s law6: nk0 sin ðyrÞ � nk0 sin ðyiÞ ¼ Dk==, where θi and θr are the
angles of the incident and reflected rays, n is the refraction index of the
background medium above the surface, k0 is the wavevector in
vacuum, and Dk== is the additional in-plane wavevector provided by
the interface, which depends on how the interface is structured:

Dk== ¼ m
2p
L

for a grating; ð1aÞ

Dk== ¼ dF xð Þ
dx

for agradient metasurface; ð1bÞ

Dk== ¼ ∂Fðx; lÞ
∂x

for a color� selective metasurface: ð1cÞ

For a conventional grating, the additional momentum is
Dk== ¼ m2p=L, where m is an integer and L is the grating period1;
thus, the incoming light is reflected at multiple orders, both positive
and negative, as shown in Figure 1a. For a broadband dispersionless
gradient metasurface (Figure 1d), which is composed of dipole
antennas with varying orientations14, the entirety of the incoming
light is bent into a single channel, with additional momentum
determined by the wavelength-independent phase gradient Dk== ¼
dF xð Þ=dx along the interface (Equation (1b)). Here we introduce a
frequency-selective metasurface, for which the additional momentum
depends on the illumination wavelength, such that only specific colors
are affected by the metasurface (Figure 1g).
To compare the responses of these three different systems, it is

insightful to consider the corresponding dispersion diagrams for the
reflected waves in the momentum-energy plane. In the case of a
grating, the different diffraction orders correspond to the addition or
subtraction of integer multiples of the momentum Dk== (Figure 1b).
For a broadband-gradient metasurface, where all light is bent into a
single channel, all incoming light receives a fixed additional momen-
tum regardless of its wavelength (Figure 1e). For the color-selective
metasurface introduced here, only the incoming light within a narrow
spectral range is bent into a specific channel; compare Figure 1e
and 1h.
Another perspective to consider is the phases introduced by these

different surfaces along their interfaces. For a grating, each diffraction
order corresponds to a specific constant phase gradient along the
interface, which manifests as a plane in the phase map (Figure 1c). For
a broadband-gradient surface, the phase increases linearly along the
interface, regardless of the spectral response of the antennas
(Figure 1f). Note that in this figure, the phase has been wrapped
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Figure 2 Design principle of a narrowband metasurface. (a) Three-dimensional schematic view of a metasurface based on dolmen structures on a metal
backplane. The nanostructures are made of silver, with a 30 nm-thick SiO2 spacer. (b) Top view of the optimized supercell, with periods of Lx ¼ 1200 nm
and Ly ¼ 300 nm. The length L1 ¼ 90 nm of the central nanorod along the y direction is fixed, whereas the length of the pair of parallel nanorods along the
x direction is L2 ¼ 60; 85; 100 or 125 nm; the width and thickness are w ¼ 40 nm for all structures. (c, d) Calculated (c) amplitude and (d) phase spectra
of the fields reflected from two periodic arrays with parallel nanorod pairs of different lengths: L2 ¼ 90 and 115 nm. (e, f) The amplitude and relative phase
maps as a function of both wavelength and length L2. The phase is expressed as the relative phase shift with respect to that in the case of L2=105 nm.
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between 0 and 2π to emphasize that the phase variation is generated by
an array of nanostructures with different orientations that are repeated
with a specific period L (Ref. 14). We note in Figure 1f that incoming
rays with different wavelengths, marked with red (λ1), green (λ2) and
blue (λ3) circles, will all accrue the same phase along the interface. For
a color-selective metasurface, however, the phase must be different for
different wavelengths, as illustrated in Figure 1i. In the illustrated case,
only a wave of wavelength λ2 accrues an increasing phase along the
interface (green dots), whereas waves with other wavelengths do not
accrue any phase (red and blue dots in Figure 1i). Consequently, the
metasurface bends light to an arbitrary angle determined by the in-
plane wavevector Dk== only at the designed wavelength λ2.

Fano-resonant plasmonic metasurface
As illustrated in Figure 2a, we use dolmen nanostructures that support
Fano resonances to implement our color-selective metasurface. The
Fano lineshape associated with such a dolmen structure arises from
the interaction between a sub-radiant quadrupolar mode supported by
the two parallel nanorods and a super-radiant dipolar mode supported
by the central nanorod35,51. The narrowband phase gradient metasur-
face presented here is composed of an array of Ag dolmen structures
located on top of an Ag metallic backplane with a 30 nm SiO2 spacer

(ε= 2.25). Figure 2b illustrates the detailed geometry of the supercell,
which consists of four dolmens constructed from nanorods with
widths and thicknesses of w= 40 nm. The central nanorod, with a
fixed length of L1 ¼ 90 nm, supports the dipolar mode and acts as an
antenna for receiving and emitting light from/to the far field; it
determines the operation frequency of the color-selective metasurface.
By adjusting the length of the two parallel nanorods, it is possible to
manipulate the spectral position of the Fano resonance, thereby
controlling the phase gradient along the interface generated by the
metasurface at its operation wavelength of l ¼ 750 nm. We choose to
discretize the full 2p phase range into four levels along the x direction,
corresponding to the relative phases F ¼ 0; 0:5p; p and 1:5p. This is
achieved by choosing the following lengths for the two parallel
nanorods: L2= 60, 85, 100 and 125 nm (Figure 2b).
The operation principle of the system is illustrated in Figure 2c and

2d, which show the normalized amplitude and phase, respectively, of
the light reflected by an array of identical dolmen structures for two
different lengths L2. These two lengths are presented here to
demonstrate the extremes of the phase-tuning range of the system.
The calculations were performed using the periodic SIE, a full-wave
method for solving Maxwell’s equations50; see the Materials and
methods section. Normally, one would expect an asymmetric dip in
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the scattering spectrum, but in the case of reflection from a metallic
backplane, the spectrum is inverted, such that the Fano resonance
feature becomes a reflection window. We observe in Figure 2c that for
both lengths L2, the amplitude of the reflected light remains rather
constant in this window surrounding the operation wavelength
λ= 750 nm. By contrast, the phase at this wavelength exhibits a rapid
variation when L2 is changed from 90 to 115 nm (Figure 2d). Thus,
changing the dolmen geometry modifies the phase of the reflected
wave without significantly affecting its amplitude. Further insights into
the system are obtained by considering its response as a function of
the length of the two parallel nanorods, L2. The corresponding
normalized amplitude is shown in Figure 2e, where we clearly observe
anti-crossing behavior between the fixed dipolar resonance (vertical
dashed line) and the quadrupolar resonance, whose resonance
wavelength decreases as the two parallel nanorods are shortened
(oblique dashed line). The corresponding phase difference is shown in
Figure 2f, where we observe an increase in the phase of as large as 1.9π
over the wavelength band between λ= 700 and 800 nm. The phase in
this figure corresponds to the relative phase difference with respect to
the value for L2= 105 nm. This remarkably large phase interval is
caused by the coupling between the dolmen structure and the backing
silver mirror27,28. Note also in Figure 2f that the relative phase vanishes
(that is, takes a value of 0 or 2π) for wavelengths smaller than
λ= 680 nm or larger than l ¼ 810 nm. This operation bandwidth,
which corresponds to the spectral range in which the phase is
modulated, is defined by the energy splitting between the super-
radiant and sub-radiant modes and is controlled by the coupling
between them, as will be discussed later. According to Figure 2f, we are

able to select four different lengths L2 that correspond to four phase
levels with relative phases of F ¼ 0; 0:5p; p and 1:5p for the
construction of metasurfaces; the exact phases and amplitudes for
these four chosen unit cells are shown in detail in Supplementary
Fig. S1 of the Supplementary Information. In summary, the unit cell
shown in Figure 2b provides two degrees of freedom: the length of the
central nanorod controls the central operation frequency, whereas the
length of the two parallel nanorods controls the phase of the reflected
light within the operation band. Note that this narrowband mode of
operation requires the incident light to be polarized parallel to the
central nanorod; the perpendicular polarization leads to a broadband
response of the metasurface, as described in Supplementary Figs. S4
and S5 of the Supplementary Information.

Optical characterization
The color-selective metasurface was fabricated following the design
shown in Figure 2a using a recently developed technique for the
realization of smooth plasmonic nanostructures in silver49; see the
Materials and methods section. Silver exhibits much weaker absorp-
tion in the visible part of the spectrum and narrower spectral features
compared with gold—the metal of choice for plasmonics. The
fabricated structure is shown in Figure 3a, where a supercell
corresponding to a phase gradient of dF=dxjl¼750 nm ¼
5:236 rad mm�1 along the x direction is highlighted with a white
dashed box. Figure 3b presents the far-field reflection intensity as a
function of the excitation wavelength and reflection angle, as
measured using the Fourier imaging setup (see the Materials and
methods section). In addition to the ordinary reflection band at 0°
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visible in the middle of the figure, anomalous reflection is clearly
visible between l ¼ 700 and 800 nm, corresponding to the operation
band of the device. In this wavelength range, the wavefront of the
reflected beam is bent along the phase-gradient direction in accor-
dance with the generalized Snell’s law and Equation (1c). The
measured reflection map is in very good agreement with the SIE
simulations shown in Figure 3c. Figure 3d–3f shows Fourier images
corresponding to three specific excitation wavelengths. The red curves
on top represent the corresponding reflection intensity, with the blue
arrows indicating the calculated position of the anomalous reflection
angle according to Equation (1c). At the center of the designed
operation band, l ¼ 750 nm (Figure 3e), ordinary reflection almost
vanishes and a strong reflection peak appears at 25°, which contributes
~ 81% of the total reflected power (routing efficiency). By contrast, for
the wavelengths of λ= 620 and 880 nm, which are outside the
designed operation band, only ordinary reflection is observed in
Figure 3d and 3f. For these wavelengths, the metasurface simply acts as
a flat mirror.
It is important for practical applications to note that the response of

the designed metasurface exhibits a relatively high tolerance with
respect to the incidence angle. Figure 4a–4c shows the measured
reflection intensity as a function of the wavelength for three different
incidence angles, yin ¼ �163; 03 and 10:53. For all cases, the
anomalous reflection band remains within the designed frequency
range (indicated by the white dashed lines in Figure 4). Because of the
subwavelength thickness of the surface, changing the incidence angle
does not generate any additional phase accumulation along the
direction of propagation through the device. As a consequence, the
operation band does not suffer from spatial dispersion. In Figure 4d,
we further characterize the reflection angle as a function of the
incidence angle for a fixed wavelength of λ= 750 nm. Both ordinary
reflection and anomalous reflection are observed. The color scale in
that panel indicates the output efficiency, which is defined as the
portion of energy in a specific channel compared with all possible
emission channels. The angular dependence well follows the general-
ized reflection law, indicated by a purple dashed line. By contrast, only
specular reflection is observed when the excitation wavelength is
outside the operation band, for example, for λ= 650 nm; see the inset
in Figure 4d.

Multiple-wavelength color routing
In the preceding, we have shown that, on the one hand, the operation
band of the metasurface is controlled by the spectral position of the
Fano resonance, and on the other hand, the direction in which light is
anomalously reflected is governed by the direction of the phase
gradient along the unit cell of the metasurface. By combining different
unit cells within the same metasurface, we demonstrate here a new
class of plasmonic devices that can selectively route two different
wavelengths from a broadband incident beam into two different
directions, as shown in Figure 5a. We fabricated such a plasmonic
metasurface using supercells with periodicities of Lx ¼ 1000 nm and
Ly ¼ 300 nm, as indicated in Figure 5b. Two different supercells,
highlighted in blue and red in that panel, were combined into the
same metasurface: the blue supercell corresponds to one set of
dolmens, with a central nanorod length of L1= 55 nm, which produce
a resonance near λ= 532 nm, whereas the red dashed box indicates a
second set of dolmens, with a central nanorod length of L1= 75 nm,
exhibiting a resonance near λ= 660 nm (Figure 5b). The phase
gradient was designed to be dF=dxjl¼532 nm ¼ 2p=Lx for the blue
cell and dF=dxjl¼660 nm ¼ �2p=Lx for the red cell, thus establishing
opposite anomalous reflections in the corresponding operation bands.

Experimentally, as shown in Figure 5c, we measured two anomalous
reflection branches on opposite sides of the normal axis, one centered
at λ= 660 nm and the other centered at λ= 532 nm, with bandwidths
as narrow as 60 nm. Note that no spectral overlap appears between the
two operation bands; consequently, in the Fourier image, one can
distinguish the red and blue light as separated spots in the k-space
(Figure 5d). This image was captured using a three-layer color sensor
camera and plotted directly in the RGB basis without any post-
processing.
Let us emphasize that this color-routing metasurface should be

distinguished from color-routing devices based on asymmetric plas-
monic dimers7, whose performances are limited by the wide angular
emission and broad resonance spectrum associated with plasmonic
dimers. In our case, the Fano resonance produces a narrow resonance
lineshape, and the angular emission is highly directional owing to the
effect of the phased array geometry52. The dolmen structures provide
complete control over the various operation parameters: the color of
the anomalous reflection band is chosen by selecting the resonance
frequency of the central nanorod, whereas the two parallel nanorods
control the phase modulation. The measured routing efficiency for
each color channel is ~ 5%, which is consistent with the simulated
results shown in Supplementary Fig. S6. The decrease in efficiency
compared with the metasurface shown in Figure 3 is explained by
three main reasons. First, the effective area that is responsible for the
phase tuning of each color channel is reduced by half. Second, to
maintain a subwavelength unit cell in the lateral direction, the unit cell
must be arranged such that the anomalous reflection has a TM
polarization. Unfortunately, the bright mode radiates less at higher
angles in the case of TM polarization, which decreases the routing
efficiency. Third, silver exhibits higher material losses at these shorter
wavelengths, which markedly increases the absorption of the system.
One can foresee that this technology could be refined to narrow the
spectral response of the system for colorful on-chip holographic
devices32,33. Moreover, the current properties of a reasonably narrow
linewidth and pronounced spatial separation are very well suited for
applications that are not highly sensitive to wavelength but require
flexible light manipulation, such as solar concentrators that focus
different sunlight bands onto different regions of a multi-junction
solar cell or security devices that cause different spectral signals to be
observed when the orientation of the substrate is changed30,31,34.
The bandwidth of the proposed metasurface can be controlled by

modifying the gap in the dolmen structures. For example, in
Supplementary Fig. S3a–S3c of the Supplementary Information, we
present the anomalous bands measured for three metasurfaces with
different dolmen gap sizes of g= 6, 15 and 25 nm (SEM images are
shown as insets). A bandwidth as large as 150 nm is observed for the
smallest gap size of g= 6 nm, whereas a 60 nm bandwidth is obtained
with a larger gap size of g= 25 nm. A small gap produces strong
coupling between the super-radiant and sub-radiant modes, leading to
larger energy splitting for the hybrid modes and thus producing a
broader operation band; see Supplementary Fig. S3c. When the gap
size is increased to 25 nm, the quadrupolar mode is only weakly
coupled to the dipolar mode, resulting in a narrower operation band
with inappropriate phase variation; see Supplementary Fig. S3a.
Consequently, the efficiency drops as a result of insufficient phase
modulation. The proposed metasurface operates in the visible range of
the optical spectrum, where material losses and fabrication imperfec-
tions can impair the overall efficiency. To further reduce the
bandwidth at optical wavelengths without affecting the efficiency in
the visible range, one could employ other materials, such as aluminum
or single-crystalline silver, or could even resort to a dielectric
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metasurface. Meanwhile, the same design principle could be utilized in
the infrared, for example, at telecom wavelengths, where much
narrower spectral features can be anticipated.

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have demonstrated a new class of reflective
metasurfaces based on Fano-resonant nanostructures for narrowband
operation. The central position and width of the anomalous band can
be controlled by varying the geometry of the constituent elements,
thanks to the narrow linewidth and strong spectral sensitivity of Fano
resonances. Although here we have considered dolmen structures, this
concept can be generalized to any Fano-resonant plasmonic system
based on the coupling between a super-radiant resonance and a sub-
radiant resonance. Moreover, such a color-routing device exhibits
highly directional emission, whereas its operation bands are quite
insensitive to the angle of illumination. The proposed design can be
extended to cover a wide range of frequencies, from the visible to the
mid-infrared. Together with their subwavelength unit cells, these
metasurfaces represent a new family of devices for color-sensitive
nanophotonic applications, including color computer-generated holo-
grams, multi-channel data storage, demultiplexers and on-chip
plasmonic spectrometers, to name a few.
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